The effect of spatial layout on motion segmentation.
We present a series of experiments exploring the effect of the stimulus spatial configuration on speed discrimination and two different types of segmentation, for random dot patterns. In the first experiment, we find that parsing the image produces a decrease of speed discrimination thresholds such as was first shown by Verghese and Stone [Verghese, P., & Stone, L. (1997). Spatial layout affects speed discrimination threshold. Vision Research, 37(4), 397-406; Verghese, P., & Stone, L. S. (1996). Perceived visual speed constrained by image segmentation. Nature, 381, 161-163] for sinusoidal gratings. In the second experiment, we study how the spatial configuration affects the ability of a subject in localizing an illusory contour defined by two surfaces with different speeds. Results show that the speed difference necessary to localize the contour decreases as the stimulus patches are separated. The third experiment involves transparency. Our results show a little or null effect for this condition. We explain the first and second experiment in the framework of the model of Bravo and Watamaniuk [Bravo, M., & Watamaniuk, S. (1995). Evidence for two speed signals: a coarse local signal for segregation and a precise global signal for discrimination. Vision Research, 35(12), 1691-1697] who proposed that motion computation consists in, at least, two stages: a first computation of coarse local speeds followed by an integration stage. We propose that the more precise estimate of speed obtained from the integration stage is used to produce a new refined segmentation of the image perhaps, through a feedback loop. Our data suggest that this third stage would not apply to the processing of transparency.